
Arjun MitrA believes thAt it is AlMost spirituAl to get 
on to his bike And ride off into the sunset. if he needs to 
connect with hiMself, he does A solo trip. while on the 
roAd, he connects with nAture And his MAchine. 
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With enthusiasts increasingly seeking that tantalising 
rush of adrenaline, passion for bikes and adventure 
is growing day-by-day. Know more about these 
superbikes and their riders...
W o r d s  |  s h y a m o l a  K h a n n a

p h o t o s  |  a r v i n d  r e d d y
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that it is because this ride is like a meditation—
pure concentration!” 

arjun Mitra or ‘dai’ (means ‘big brother’ in 
nepali) is one of the older riders and is quite 
comfortable being ‘big brother’ to the group of 
riders. He used to ride a Harley davidson earlier 
and did a lot of solo trips around the country. now, 
that he has a BMW Gs 1200 all terrain bike, he 
thinks that it ‘understands indian roads better’. 

A dreAM coMe true  
sanjai r pahujaa, 41, bought his first super Bike, a 
suzuki Gsx r 600cc in 2009. it was a four cylinder 
bike  and the first time when he revved the throttle 
of that machine, it was a feeling similar to ‘First 

Capt ravee (retd), 44, has just got 
back from a motor bike ride to 
nawalgarh on the rajasthan 
border, approximately 120 kms from 

delhi. His friend ‘dai’ arjun Mitra, rode on his 
superbike while Capt ravee’s 19-year-old 
son, abhinav, rode pillion with his father 
on the BMW 1200 Gs. they are tired but 
exhilarated! 

When he spotted the yamaha superbike 
at a showroom in delhi in 2006, he realised 
that it was way beyond his reach. a few 
years later, in 2009, he bought the suzuki 
superbike, the intruder and since then loved 
every ride on it. 

according to him, “riding a superbike is 
like riding a horse. the relationship between 
a man and his machine is the same as that 
between his horse and him. i have been a 
horse rider since childhood, but ever since i 
started riding this motorbike, my horses have 
taken a back seat. the greatest thing about 
riding a superbike is that even after riding for 
almost 10 hours at a stretch and covering 600 
plus kms, you are not tired. and i do believe 

Capt Ravee was just 21 when 
he first saw Tom Cruise riding a 
Ducati in Top Gun

Captain 
ravee on 
his BmW 
1200 Gs
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love’. in 1984, a few companies had 
launched the 100cc motorbikes in 
india. But then, the 11-year old sanjai 
knew it was not his cup of tea—he 
wanted something more powerful. 
sanjai recalls, “at the age of 20, i was 
the proud owner of 350cc yamaha 
double induction—the look, the 
sound and the feel of that engine 
were awesome!”

today, sanjai is a proud owner 
of a suzuki Hayabusa 1300 r and a 
suzuki intruder 1800 M109r limited 
edition. Whenever he is on the road, 
people start clicking pictures of his 
bike from their cars. some of them 
encourage with gestures.

A rider And A blogger
yv arvind, aka arvy, 39, is a 
passionate biker and blogs soulfully 
about his passion.

the first time arvy actually 
hopped onto a motorised 2-wheeler 
was on his dad’s ‘vijay super (Mk-ii)’, 
way back in 1985, when  he was 11 
years old. one day, arvy pushed it in 
neutral and jumped onto it, putting 
it into 1st gear… and the scooter 
rattled off. the feeling was one of 
exhilaration! He had graduated…from 
the cycle to the motorcycle! 

arvy’s first bike was the ‘Bullet 
a350 Machismo’ in 2002, although 

Capt ravee feels, “Bike is a living being and 
all beings have spirit. she responds to my 
thoughts, take turns when i think and even 
stops as soon as i give a mental signal with 
very little of the physical action. she has a full 
fledged brain and i trust it completely since i 
know that i can make a mistake but it won’t.”

A biker’s bike

Arvy says, “I strongly believe 
that bikers are the nomads of 
yesteryears, flamboyant like 
gypsies, who want to go their 
own way, to connect  with 
nature and thus, unknowingly 
understand themselves. For 
me, biking is about going 
places and picking up the vibes 
of local surroundings and while 
experiencing these special 
moments, trying to work out 
the puzzle called ‘life’.” 

a favourite quote: 
“sometimes it takes a tankful 
of fuel before you can think 
straight!”

left: abhinav 
(l), ravee (C), 
arjun (r) - 
Morning ride 
on dnd
Below: 
sanjai pahuja 
- suzuki 
Hayabusa
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he rode a ‘Hero puch’ for almost 
7 years, before that! “superbikes 
didn’t exist in that time frame, in my 
‘world’. i was very happy with my 
Machismo and still am, as i ride it to 
office everyday, 9 years on. it’s been 
my loyal work-horse and we have 
covered a lot of ground together 
(80,000 kms), since then! it has been 
an integral part of my career-growth. 
talking about loyalty, it has stood by 
me in the coldest of delhi’s winters 
(3-4 am) returning from relentless 
nights of work and during the hottest 
of summers, for almost 4 years while 
i was working on the delhi tube.” 

arvy’s weekday ride is the 500 
Machismo – yes, he has upgraded 
the a350 and on the weekends, 
he rides the Harley davidson 883 
roadster. since aug 2010, he has 
clocked around 7000+ kms on his 
weekly rides on the Hd.

the bottoM-line
the truth be told, these guys are 
actually living out their dreams. 
What i admire about these four 
young men is that none of them 

Points to remember

sanjai says, “i respect my 
bike, and when i am riding, 
i wear proper safety apparel 
and no stunts! i feel that my 
bike and i are one soul and 
we are facing each moment 
together---- whether 
enjoying the beautiful clean 
highways or the pain of 
traffic, the heat or the cold 
or rainy season. When we 
stop to eat, i prefer a good 
eatery which has a clean 
and safe parking place for 
my bike. i look out for gas 
stations which sell clean 
fuels, check tyre pressures 
and clean my bike also.”arvind reddy 

- harley 
davidson 883 

r sportster

are smokers or drinkers. they are 
health conscious and take their health 
regimes quite seriously—not an ounce 
of extra fat on them. 

But above all, they have done their 
duties by their families. except for dai, 
all others are married and have kids, 
and their wives are 
quite okay with 
this passion in their 
husbands’ lives. 
Having said this, i have 
to quote what one 
young wife told 
me, “it is better 
my husband has 
an affair with a 
superbike than 
with another 
woman!” all 
these guys are 
like small boys 
with their new 
toys; they 
are happy 
with their 
passion.  


